
Mitre Pen + 3 X Mitrebond Adhesive Pack

MitrePen is a brand new way to apply
MitreBond activator.
MitrePen is quick and clean and as
it is a precision marker rather than a
spray, it prevents the staining caused
by overspray.
MitrePen is not affected by sunlight so
there is no yellowing.
MitrePen covers the same area as 3 x
200ml activator sprays.
MitrePen will set superglue in 10
seconds.
MitrePen is environmentally friendly.
It is non hazardous and so can be
transported by post easily.
Directions for Use:
Ensure both surfaces to be joined are
clean cut and free from oil or grease.
Apply MitreBond adhesive (or any
other superglue) to one side of the
joint.
Apply MitrePen activator to the other
side of the joint.
Quickly bring the two sides into line
and firmly press together, hold for 10
seconds.
Consumer Benefi ts:
As MitrePen is a precision marker
there will be no danger of ruining
cornice etc. with overspray.
MitrePen is small and neat to carry
around and can be used on any
superglue to speed up fixing time.
Retailer Opportunity:
MitrePen is a new product innovation.
It is less bulky than the aerosol for
fitters to carry around and can be
used on numerous jobs.
MitreBond Blisterpack
50g Adhesive + MitrePen Activator
Best seller into DIY
MitreBond Triple Pack
3 x 50g Adhesive + MitrePen Activator
Big Value Pack
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Price
Mitre Pen + 3 X Mitrebond Adhesive Pack (Product reference 6830-19743) £10.82
Mitre Pen + 3 X Mitrebond Adhesive 10 Packs (Product reference 6830-19744) £98.68
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